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Dear confreres,
Why do so many priests and religious live in loneliness and alienation these
days? And why are there so many scandals concerning priests and religious in
the news nowadays? In my opinion, it is because many priests and religious have
failed to develop meaningful interpersonal relationships. The lack of deep relationships in religious life can often be attributed to an attitude (among many religious) that discourages intimacy. Intimacy, they would say, is a state to be shared
with God and not with any other human person. But in other cases, the pendulum
swings the other way... and in the effort to remedy the lack of human intimacy,
one can go to the other extreme and forget the importance of intimacy with God.
Intimacy is a term used to describe the quality of many different types of interpersonal relationships,
including, for example, one’s relationship with God, relationship with partners, close friends, and between
parents and children. Whatever the character of the relationships, the individuals concerned experience
intimacy as a moment during which they find themselves being deeply and wholly touched by another.
Living as a mature adult is a difficult task. Intimacy, which is necessary for all maturity, is a difficult and
demanding process. It calls us and challenges us to step out of ourselves and let significant others see us
not as we would like to be seen: strong and generous, brave, and bold – but as we are: weak and needy,
scared, and vulnerable. Intimacy with another human being brings a Christian to a closer and emotionally
rich relationship with the Lord.
Persons called to a life of celibacy must seek intimacy with God, of course, but they also must seek intimacy with other human persons. All of us are human beings conceived during the human act in which
the sacred and profane can be integrated. The call to celibacy is a call to be human and is answered best
by going deeper into life and not going under, around, or above it. Celibate persons should celebrate their
life, relish, and enjoy it. The virtue of chastity is not restricted to the life of celibates only. It is meant for all
Christians, for chastity means becoming respectfully reverent to the whole of life. Thus, all persons are
called to be chaste, to acknowledge the whole of life, and to integrate all its dimensions.
If the vocation of a Christian is a vocation to freedom for self-transcendence of love, then one of its
significant dimensions is an invitation to a relationship with ‘the other’ as an integral person.
Interpersonal relationship loses its depth, vitality, and resourcefulness when it becomes a means for
domination and submission. Therefore, “relating to the other means being open to the other, but not suppression of one’s own identity.” The human being, created in the image and likeness of God, has inherent self-worth and dignity, no doubt. But at the same time, the dignity of a human being is realized in its
fullness, not in pure isolation but in a mutually gifting relationship.
Fr. Sunil Thomas SDS
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Generalate and General Secretariats
AGENDA OF ACTIVITIES
When

What

Where

Who

29 May
- 1 June

Congregational
Council SorDS

Auschwitz - Poland

Fr. Milton

31 May
- 1 June

Visitation

Tortoreto - Italy

Frs. Adam and Sunil

2 June

Generalate Meeting

Motherhouse - Rome

Generalate
and general secretaries

3 June

Generalate Meeting
with facilitator

Motherhouse - Rome

Generalate
and Fr. Paul Smyth CMF

5 - 8 June

Visitation

Scotland

Frs. Adam and Sunil

5 - 7 June

Planning Spanish
community

Madrid - Spain

Fr. Agustín

9 June

Generalate Meeting

Motherhouse - Rome

Generalate
and general secretaries

13 - 19 June

Installation of the new
leadership team of the East
Asian Mission Vicariate

Philippines

Fr. Milton

15 June

Generalate Meeting

Motherhouse - Rome

Generalate
and general secretaries

23 June

Generalate Meeting

Motherhouse - Rome

Generalate
and general secretaries

30 June

Generalate Meeting

Motherhouse - Rome

Generalate
and general secretaries

5 July

Generalate Meeting

Motherhouse - Rome

Generalate
and general secretaries

10 - 24 July

XV General Synod

Montet - Switzerland

Generalate
and Unit Superiors

16 July

Thanksgiving celebration

Tafers - Switzerland

SDS - Family

17 July

Thanksgiving celebration

Gurtweil - Germany

SDS - Family

21 July

Closing celebration
Thanksgiving year

Freiburg im Breisgau
- Germany

SDS - Family

28 July

Generalate Meeting

Motherhouse - Rome

Generalate
and general secretaries
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Meetings
USA - PROVINCE: CHAPTER

After having obtained the indult from the Superior General, to postpone their chapter for more than one year, the
confreres of the USA-Province, finally gathered for this important event, from 21 until 25 March 2022 at Siena
Center, Racine, near Milwaukee. The theme of the sessions of the XXXII Provincial Chapter was “In the Spirit
of Blessed Francis Jordan”. In total 42 confreres attended: a representation of almost 62 % of all the members
of this Unit with a longstanding history in our Society, that goes back to the times of our Founder (1892: exactly
130 years ago!). After a highly appreciated and realistic presentation on the history of the Salvatorians in the
USA, which was prepared and presented by Fr. Michael Hoffman, the confreres studied the reports that were
presented regarding formation, vocation promotion, the mission advancement office, the different regions or
areas Salvatorians are working and living at in the USA, finances and the very sober and realistic report by
the Provincial Superior, about the present situation of the unit. One of the tasks of the chapter was the election
of the new leadership, which went very smoothly.
In terms of statistics, the reports showed that 68 confreres belong to the USA-Province: 51 priests, 14 Brothers
(including 3 Permanent Deacons), and 1 Seminarian). Out of them, 55 members (81%) are over 65 years.
The median age of the confreres is 75 years. 28 members of the USA-Province are involved in external or internal ministry, 1 member is in the stage of initial formation and 39 confreres are retired.
All the chapter sessions started and ended with a prayer, based on writings and quotations of Blessed Francis
Jordan and following the structure and content of the Constitutions of the Society of the Divine Saviour, under
the lead of Fr. Agustín Van Baelen. He gave inputs on different topics related with our Salvatorian Mission,
Vision, Apostolic Service, Government, Finances, Commitment etc. which were discussed by the chapter members. After that, certain proposals and suggestions were formulated.
The closing session was conducted by the Superior General, Fr. Milton Zonta, who talked about three Salvatorian Binomials: Charism, Universality and Apostolic Life that help us to see the beauty and strength of the
Salvatorian vocation and mission. The first binomial refers to the charism and the movement between “knowing
Jesus and making Him known” to others. The second one, is about universality, in connection with our communion in an “ad intra” and “ad extra” sense. And the third binomial refers to our Apostolic Life, which is about the
attached unity between “words” and “examples”. After words of thanks by the Superior General, the chapter was
concluded with a solemn Eucharist, with the Provincial Superior, Fr. Jeffrey Wocken presiding.
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SPANISH VICARIATE: CHAPTER

Also in the Spain, the members of the Vicariate gathered, for their three-yearly ordinary chapter, straight after
Easter, from 19 until 21 April. The 6 confreres gathered in the Salvatorian facilities at Logroño.
As usual, the sessions started with prayer, after which the representatives of the Generalate, Fr. Milton and
Fr. Agustín, took the opportunity to talk with the members individually, listening to their personal concerns and
putting them in the bigger framework of the Society. After the personal talks, the members gathered in plenum,
went through the well-prepared reports about the present situation of the Unit, regarding the two communities
with their respective apostolates, especially the care of the benefactors and AMSALA (Logroño), as well as the
pastoral care in the parish Divino Salvador (Madrid), founded by the Salvatorians. Furthermore, the report on
finances was presented and discussed. The rector of scholastics Fr. Sebastian Szewczyk and the assistant
formator, Fr. Peter Huang Kim Rong, who were invited for the event, spoke in detail about the current situation of the community in the international formation house “Mater Salvatoris” in Madrid, the perspectives for
the future and the possible challenges to be faced.
After a time of discernment, discussion and fraternal sharing, the members came to the conclusion that they
prefer to become a community directly under the Generalate, focussing on two priorities which will be important
for the future of the Salvatorians in Spain and for the Society worldwide. First of all, they want to keep focussing
on mission ad gentes, formation and the Salvatorian apostolic presence in Spain and in the world. Secondly,
they expressed their wish to integrate themselves more and more into the missionary dynamic of the Society
putting the resources available at the service of the developments that are taking place, especially in Europe
and Latin America.
Under the lead of the Generalate, the members will gather frequently for planning and evaluation. They want to
continue supporting the missions and their respective projects in Latin America, finding new dynamics that help
to intensify the work with the benefactors.
With regard to the initial formation of future missionaries for Latin America in the Mater Salvatoris International
Formation House in Madrid, the confreres will continue to support with financial resources and offer possibilities
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for development in the apostolic, pastoral and vocation field, especially in the parish “Divino Salvador” in Madrid.
The Salvatorian presence in this parish is considered as a priority, which makes the community and its service
very much visible in the Church in Spain. It will be the Society´s responsibility to guarantee in the future, Salvatorians who can be prepared and serve in this concrete place of evangelization, wherever they might come from.
The chapter decided too, to continue with the process of optimising the income through the facilities in Logroño,
always taking into consideration the needs of the local community.
The Salvatorians in Spain are aware that in the future, they will be integrated into the new structure of the Vicariate in Europe but want to take their time and prepare themselves and the new vicariate for such an important
step. Next year they will gather again for the evaluation of the process.

NEW VICARIATE: CHAPTER
From 11 until 14 May 2022,
finally the long prepared for
chapter of the new Vicariate
could take place in the Motherhouse in Rome. Confreres
from Italy (1), Switzerland (2),
Gurtweil (2), and Tor de Cenci
(5) gathered with the members
of the Generalate that were
present in the Motherhouse
and the Provincial Superiors
from Germany and Belgium,
for the second session of the
first chapter. Because of practical reasons, the first session
was already held before by
Zoom, in which, among others,
the Superior General announced the leadership of the
Vicariate.
Topics that were dealt with
were the different reports
about the present situation of the Salvatorians in
Dragona (IT), Fribourg (CH), Gurtweil (GE), and Tor de Cenci (IT). Furthermore, the Statutes for this new Salvatorian unit were meticulously discussed and approved. And last but not least, finally this new-born child got its
name: Pancratius Pfeiffer Mission Vicariate.
At the end of the chapter, the Superior General, thanked all the members for their active and balanced
participation. A second chapter, mainly for evaluation, is planned for next year.
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Visits
USA - PROVINCE: VISITATION

The general visitation of the USA-Province took place, from 26 March until
8 April 2022 and was led by the Superior General, Fr. Milton, who was assisted
by Fr. Sunil, Fr. Lukoa and Fr. Agustín.
The visitators were able to meet with
most of the confreres where they work
and live, generally speaking in Florida,
Maryland, Alabama, Arizona, California,
and Milwaukee, where the headquarters
of the Society in the USA and the formation houses are located. Official visits to the bishops of the dioceses where
our members are active were included
and gave the opportunity to inform them
about international developments the
Society is going through. Furthermore,
fraternal visits and talks were made
possible at several points with the Salvatorian Sisters and Lay.
The USA-Province has contributed over
the years very generously to the Society with both human and financial resources, which is an unspoken sign
of solidarity and unity in the Society.
The active members are involved in different apostolates, mainly in parishes and at individual level. Apart from Salvatorian parish ministries, confreres are involved in teaching and campus ministry, formation in the faith of adults,
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chaplaincies in hospitals, etc. More than half of the confreres of the Province are retired, but some of them help
out and keep admirably active. Despite good will, because of the lack of new members along with the aging of
the current membership, many of the existing apostolates will have to be abandoned by the Salvatorians but can
hopefully be taken over by other entities or groups within the Church and won´t have to be closed down. As in
other parts of the world, the confreres in the USA will have to answer the questions about where and for what
purpose Salvatorians should keep a
presence in certain places in the country. Therefore, discernment and planning will be needed, considering the
importance of vocation promotion and
its organization, and participation in
international initial formation, not only
because of certain limitations regarding formators within their own ranks,
but mainly because of the positive and
enriching energy that is released in the
dynamics of international formation,
for formandi and the Society.
The visitation ended with a meeting with the members of the Provincial Council. A first report was given
to them, as usual, which has been
discussed with the other members
of the Generalate too. A letter with the
recommendations to be considered
was sent to all the members of the
USA unit.
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POLISH CONFRERES IN USA AND CANADA: VISITATION

The visitation took place from 18 March to 13 April and was conducted by the delegates of the Superior General:
Fr. Adam Teneta and Fr. Joseph Rodrigues. Fr. Milton Zonta, himself, he joined them for the last phase of the
visitation in Canada, 9-13 April.
At present there are four communities of the Polish Province in the United States: in Indiana, New Jersey,
Texas, and Florida, with 34 members working there.
Confreres at the community of Merrillville, IN, are responsible for the pastoral ministry at the Shrine of Our
Lady of Częstochowa, organize and receive pilgrimages, serve as chaplains at the house of the Missionary
Sisters of Charity and run a Mass intentions office. They also provide pastoral care to various Polish Highlander
clubs, to the sick and elderly of the area, help in local parishes, give parish retreats, and prepare exhibitions
and publications.
In Verona, NJ, Salvatorians provide pastoral care to the Polish community and minister in seven parishes in the
vicinity, with one member being also a hospital chaplain.
In Texas, in the Diocese of Austin and the Archdiocese of San Antonio, our confreres work in parish ministry
with one of them serving also for the tribunal of the Diocese of Austin, and another as a veteran’s hospital chaplain and responsible for the Polish Catholic Mission in San Antonio.
In Florida our confreres work in the Diocese of Miami and in the Diocese of Orlando, also dedicating themselves
to the ministry in parishes with wide range of pastoral activities.
The Canadian Region of the Polish Province consists of 16 members spread across Canada, serving in
5 dioceses and 11 parishes. The actual locations are Halifax, Ottawa, Calgary, Vancouver Island and Vancouver.
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In both the USA and Canada, there is a variety of styles and approaches in our confreres’ ministries that are
very effective. In many cases they also give retreats, offer spiritual direction and formation to lay Christians. It is
also evident that despite living and working individually in many cases, they make strenuous efforts to meet
regularly as a community, as well as to make the Salvatorian charism known to the people, promoting veneration of the Founder.
During the meetings with confreres, the visitators had the opportunity to present the overall development of the
Society and the way decisions of the last General Chapter are being implemented.

SPAIN: MATER SALVATORIS COMMUNITY

Immediately after the chapter in Spain, from 21 until 23 of April 2022 Frs. Milton and Agustín paid a visit to the
international formation community Mater Salvatoris in Madrid, which was founded officially already one year
ago. In these days, a community of 8 confreres is living in the house: two formators, Fr. Sebastian Szewczyk
and Fr. Peter Huang Kim Rong, respectively from Poland and Vietnam, and six scholastics: 1 from Sri Lanka,
1 from Colombia, 2 from Venezuela, 1 from Brazil and 1 from the Philippines. They all study at the Ecclesiastic
University San Damaso in preparation of becoming future missionaries in Latin America. During the weekends
the formation community members are involved in different apostolates in the parish, focussing mainly on contact with youth and formation in the faith. Next summer, new candidates to become members of this international community are expected from Africa and Asia.
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VIETNAM - VISIT TO THE MISSION

The two General Secretaries, responsible for the Missions and for Formation, Br. Joby Philip and Fr. Krzysztof
Gasperowicz paid a visit to the Vietnamese Mission from 1st to 10 May 2022. The visitation aimed at assisting
the young mission unit in their efforts to discern new mission initiatives as well as supporting them in their formation apostolate. The Vietnamese mission which was established on 11 October 2021 has two communities
which are also houses of initial formation for the members from Vietnam. Currently, the members engage in
various apostolic activities such as formation, pastoral assistance, counselling etc. they also operate an English
Language Center called ‘ Anh Ngu SDS’ and a small-scale commercial drinking water plant called ‘Salvator’.
Consistent growth in the number of new vocations to the Vietnamese mission is a positive sign of Society’s
growth in this Southeast Asian Country. The leadership is discerning the possibility of venturing into new apostolic initiatives in different regions of the country to witness Salvatorian charism as they have stable growth in
the number of professed members. One of the highlights of the visitation was the participation at the “Vocational
Festival’’ on Good Shepherd Sunday which is an annual youth gathering organized by the Diocese of Vinh for
the promotion of vocations to religious life and priesthood. The event was participated by three thousand boys
and girls which exemplifies the desire among the young people for religious life. The visitation also coincided
with paying cordial visits to Rt. Rev. Joseph Nguyen Tan Tuoc (bishop of Phu Cuong), Rt. Rev. Alphonsus
Nguyen Huu Long, (bishop of Vinh) and Rt. Rev. Louis Nguyen Anh Tuan, (apostolic administration of Ha Tinh).

Prayer Intentions
- For the suffering people in Ukraine;
- For the emigrants, especially those without documents;
- For the victims of natural disasters;
- For the Synodal Process of the Church;
- For the health of Pope Francis;
- For the XV General Synod of the Society.
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Appointments and confirmations
USA-PROVINCE: NEW PROVINCIALATE

The Superior General has confirmed the re-election of Fr. Jeffrey Wocken as the Provincial Superior of
the United States of America, who will serve for a second term of office. He will be assisted by Fr. Peter
Schuessler (Vicar Provincial), Fr. Raúl Gómez (provincial consultor), Fr. Paul Portland (provincial consultor), Br. Silas Henderson (provincial consultor) and Fr. Patric Nikolas. The Generalate thanks the leadership for their willingness to take on this important service and wishes all the members the presence of God´s
assistance. The term of office will start on 26 June 2022.

EAST ASIAN MISSION VICARIATE: LEADERSHIP

The Superior General, with the consent of the General Council, in accord with article 736 § b of the Constitutions of the Society of the Divine Saviour, has appointed Fr. Hubert Kranz as the Superior of the East
Asian Mission Vicariate for a term of office of three years, starting on 16 June 2022. Furthermore, following the same criteria, Fr. Milton has appointed Fr. Adam Janus as the Vicar Superior of the Vicariate
and Fr. Francis Ka Drim, and Fr. Florencio Ompad Jr. as consultors. Fr. Josef Wilfing has been appointed
as the unit treasurer. The Generalate wishes that the Spirit of Wisdom and Patience may accompany these
confreres in their service.
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Congratulations
ORDINATIONS - DIACONATE

International Formation House Mater Salvatoris Tor de Cenci

On 22 May 2022, our confrere Ruphin Kabondo wa Kabondo,
who is originally from the Democratic Republic of Congo, but
studying and living in the community of the International Formation House “Mater Salvatoris” in Tor de Cenci to become a missionary in Western Europe, was ordained a deacon together with
13 other seminarians of the Diocese of Rome. The celebration
was presided over by Cardinal Angelo De Donatis, Vicar General
of His Holiness, and took place at the Archbasilica of St. John
Lateran. Congratulations on behalf of the Generalate! We pray
that the recently ordained deacon may continuously grow in availability with an open spirit for service.

ORDINATIONS - PRIESTHOOD
USA - Province

Our confrere Simon Mbindyo Muema was ordained to the priesthood on 28 May 2022. The solemn Eucharist
with the rite of ordination, was presided over by Most Rev. Jeffrey R. Haines, Auxiliary Bishop of the Archdiocese of Milwaukee, at Mother of Good Counsel Parish, in Milwaukee. Many confreres, Sisters, Lay-Salvatorians, friends, and faithful attended this significant celebration, expressing their prayerful support to the newly
ordained. Fr. Simon is originally from Kenya. He joined the Society through the USA-province. The Generalate
wishes that the spirit of service and availability may always be in his heart.
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Polish Province

On the Feast of Mary, Queen of the Apostles, 28 May 2022 our confreres Konrad Nowak, Marek Sumara,
and Paweł Janowski were ordained to the priesthood in the Minor Basilica of the Sacred Heart of Jesus in
Trzebinia, which is at the same time the Sanctuary of our Lady of Fatima. The Solemn Eucharist with the
rite of ordination was presided over by our confrere Mons. Karol Kulczycki, Bishop of Diocese of Port Pirie
(Australia), which made the celebration very Salvatorian, in addition to the fact that Trzebinia is the first place
where Salvatorians started in Poland (1903). Congratulations to the newly ordained priests. May their heart
always keep filled with an openness and willingness to serve, that characterized so much the Virgin Mary,
Mother of the Saviour.

Travelling to Rome
Confreres who need a visa to enter Italy or to visit the Motherhouse are asked to directly
contact the superior of the Motherhouse, in order to request guest rooms and make other
arrangements. He can be reached at:
E-mail: motherhouse@mailsds.org
Please be advised that because of the planned papal celebrations and audiences,
we might be unable to meet you at or take you to the airport. There are often obstacles
placed, especially on Sunday and Wednesday. Thank you for
your understanding.
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Our departed Confreres
We pray for our deceased confreres:
Fr. Chad (Charles Albert) Puthoff was born on 26 August 1943 in Cincinnati,
Ohia. Already in a very early stage of his life, he sensed a call to priestly ministry.
He learned about the Society of the Divine Saviour and enrolled in Jordan Seminary
in Menominee, Michigan. With the scope to become a Salvatorian, he entered the
Society´s novitiate in Colfax, Iowa, where he made after the canonically prescribed
year his first profession of vows on 8 September 1964. Straight after this, he completed his college studies and earned a Bachelor´s Degree in History and Philosophy.
After two apostolic years of teaching, he completed his studies for the priesthood
at Divine Saviour Seminary in Lanham, Maryland, and Washington Theological Coalition in DC. He was ordained
a priest at St. Mary´s Church in Landover Hills, Maryland, on 3 September 1971. After a few years of teaching in
Mishawaka and Racine, Wisconsin, Fr. Chad´s interest for parish ministry increased significantly. From then on,
he served as assistant parish priest and pastor in different parishes in the USA. In the meanwhile, he got more
and more interested in learning the Spanish language and about Hispanic cultures. He went even, during a sabbatical year to Caracas, Venezuela, to improve his knowledge of the language. This allowed him to serve many
Spanish-speaking communities. In 2018, Fr. Chad retired from full-time ministry, and he moved to Birmingham
and then Hoover, Alabama, where he helped out in local parish Masses during his retirement years. In midMarch 2022, he was admitted to the hospital for shortness of breath and was placed on a ventilator. Over the
course of the next week his health deteriorated, and he died in the hospital in the morning hours of 24 March
at the age of 78. He had been a Salvatorian for 57 years.
Fr. Władysław Mszal was born on 30 September 1929, in Zibrzyca Górna, Orava.
His hometown faced many political complications and belonged to different nations. After completing primary school in 1945, he helped his parents to run the
family farm. Already from his childhood on, he felt the desire to become a priest.
In 1946 he enrolled in a private secondary school, run by the Salvatorians in Krakow.
His path to the priesthood was considerably prolonged, while he was called for
compulsory military service in 1950. After completing his military service in 1953,
he entered the Salvatorian novitiate in Bagno, where he professed his first vows in
the Society of the Divine Saviour on 21 September 1954. He did his philosophical and theological studies at the
Salvatorian Major Seminary in Bagno, which culminated in his ordination to the priesthood, which he received
on 29 June 1960 in the Church of the Assumption of Blessed Virgen Mary in Bagno. Fr. Władysław served in
different communities in the Polish Province as a bursar and was known for his great interest and knowledge
regarding construction, electricity, repairing, renovation, and good maintenance. During his life as a priest,
he was entrusted with several pastoral ministries. A good number of young people were inspired by his example
and became priests. As the years went by, the 93-years-old doyen of the Polish Province, slowly lost strength
and his health deteriorated considerably. Therefore, he was moved to the Salvatorian nursing home “Salwator
Park” in Mikołów, where he ended his earthly pilgrimage on Holy Thursday, 14 April 2022. He was 93 years old
and had been a Salvatorian for 68 years.
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Fr. Bernardo Ospina Hoyos was born on 24 November 1933 in Aguabonita in
Manzanares-Caldas. He grew up in a deeply Catholic family and after completing his primary school studies, he went to the Divine Saviour Minor Seminary in
La Estrella - Antioquia. After obtaining his bachelor’s degree, he entered the novitiate in Bogotá. Under the tutelage of Fr. Maurino Rast, he successfully completed
this period of introduction to religious life and was admitted to first profession,
which he made on 2 February 1955. After his philosophy studies in Bogotá, he went
to the Minor Seminary Divino Salvador de la Estrella for a year of pastoral experience. He was then sent to the Hispano-American Seminary in Logroño, Spain, for another two years of teaching.
In 1965 he finished his theology studies at the Pontifical Gregorian University in Rome, where he was ordained
priest on 25 April 1965. During his active apostolic life, Fr. Bernardo devoted himself to parish ministry, as vicar
and parish priest, but he also worked in education and formation of Salvatorian formandi, as novice master and
rector of scholastics. Internally in the Salvatorian community, he served on several occasions as superior of the
community and provincial counsultor. His last move was to the Salvatorian community in La Estrella in 2015,
where he served for a time as chaplain of Colegio Divino Salvador. During the last years, despite his physical
health put more and more limitations, Fr. Bernardo always remained a cheerful and attentive confrere with
a good sense of humour. He died on 15 May 2022, accompanied by his confreres. He was 88 years old and had
been a Salvatorian for 67 years.

From
Blessed Francis Jordan

“Oh what freshness,
power and strength
good discipline brings!”
SD II/35
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SDS Varia
SCHOOL FOR SALVATORIAN FORMATORS
Due to the breakout of the pandemic and the related lockdown
since March 2020, the Salvatorian School for formators had to be
rethought. Under the lead of the
General Formation Secretariat,
a new concept was elaborated
that made possible that even
more Salvatorian formators from
around the world could participate
during the past year on the sessions of the Integrative Course for
Salvatorian Formators. Monthly
presentations and meetings with different speakers were organized, making use of zoom. Big efforts were not
only made by the organizers of the sessions, but also by the formators who, depending on the place they live
and work, due to time-differences had to get up very early or go to bed a bit later.
The inspiration for the monthly gatherings was based on the recently published International Formation Program of the Society, also known as “Ratio Formationis Salvatorianae”, which is available in different languages (English, Spanish, French, Portuguese and Polish) on the Salvatorian web page:
http://sds.org/nlibrary/npublications/ratio-formationis-salvatorianae.
Each month different topics of the Ratio were dealt with. Different speakers were invited to explain and
deepen topics like Salvatorian identity, Formation according to Blessed Francis Jordan, Elements of Salvatorian formation, Ongoing Salvatorian Formation, Initial Formation, Digital Media and the importance of a Child
Protection Policy.
Every session always started with an introduction and a reflection prepared by Fr. Piotr Szyrszeń, using the
methodology of Lectio Divina in the light of our Founder. In addition to the presentations there was given a time
for questions and answers related with the topic of the day. There was also a separate time provided for deeper
sharing in particular language groups. All the presentations are registered and kept available for use at any time.
From different parts the impression was shared that this way of organizing the sessions, was a wonderful opportunity for all the participants, especially the formators, to meet other Salvatorians working in different contexts
and to share their concerns and joys. At the same time, it was an excellent tool to get more updated information
on the various formation contexts our Society is involved with all over the world.
In one month, the integrative course will conclude and the General Formation Secretariat, together with the
Generalate is reflecting on what could follow this enriching encounter. For sure, during the closing evaluation,
there will be an opportunity to discuss this topic and to give constructive suggestions!
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INAUGURATION OF THE SALVATORIAN SPIRITUAL FORMATION CENTRE IN KRAKOW
On the feast of the Holy Apostles Philip and James,
6 May 2022, the Salvatorian Spiritual Formation
Centre was dressed in a joyful festive and grateful
atmosphere. That day the infrastructural expansion
of the Centre was officially blessed and got its official name: “the House of the Word”. For this occasion, the members of the Generalate, Fr. Milton
Zonta, Fr. Adam Teneta and Fr. Agustín Van Baelen, together with Fr. Scott Wallenfelsz, the General
Treasurer and Fr. Piet Cuijpers, the Coordinator of
SOFIA, travelled to Krakow, together with many
confreres, collaborators and benefactors, to thank
God for His guiding hand and light during the works.
The event started with a festive lunch, after which,
the director of the Salvatorian Centre, Fr. Krzysztof
Wons and the Executive Manager of the works,
Fr. Piotr Stawarz gave a speech, with an overview
regarding the historically important steps taken over
the past three years to get to the point of almost finalizing the construction with an impressive long list of people
whose cooperation had been indispensable to get this important day of inauguration.
On the day of the blessing,
the 230 participants of the
recollection that was to begin
that day also attended the
Eucharist, which was presided over by the Provincial
Superior of the Polish Salvatorians, Fr. Józef Figiel. During the homily, referring to
the fact that the Church on
today´s feast presents not one
but two Saints, Fr. Milton stressed the importance of walking together, united in the mission of the Church and
preserving of the risk of self-referentiality: “We are reminded that a Salvatorian is never alone, but is part of a
mission with others. Furthermore, that the vocation of a Salvatorian is not a privilege, it is not to affirm oneself,
but to share life and to give oneself to others.” Let us therefore say”, the Superior General continued, “with great
humility, that the work of enlarging the Spiritual Formation Centre in a certain sense has only been possible
because of this bond of communion that exists among us, spiritual children of Blessed Francis Jordan. This
expansion project is not the result of personal taste or the whims of a few individuals, but I have seen here the
participation of many Salvatorians and numerous benefactors. How good these examples of working together
do us: to overcome the logic of individualism, to promote more and more communion and to make visible that together we are more. We must continually ask God to grant this grace to all Salvatorians to walk together, beyond
the nationalisms that build walls, to share what we have and to be living witnesses of Christ wherever we are.”
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Fr. Milton expressed furthermore, on behalf of the Society, his hope that the new House of the Word may become a meeting place for many, where the Word of God is at the centre; that it may be a place where Scripture
is proclaimed, heard, read, welcomed, and lived as the Word of God. Or saying it in the words of Blessed Francis Jordan: a space in which Scripture is proclaimed “with greatest reverence and devotion: not hastily but with
a calm, attentive soul.” (SD I/68).
Once the Eucharist was ended, the Superior General, spoke a prayer of blessing and went through the huge
building with its magnificent hall, where 250 people can easily be accommodated; private rooms for both Salvatorian communities, religious men and women, private rooms for the retreatants, and small meeting rooms
on the three-level building, sprinkling the blessed water on walls, doors, floors and roof, that this building may
hopefully be an inspiring place for many.
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FOOT PILGRIMAGE FROM LA VERNA TO THE CHAPEL OF BLESSED FRANCIS JORDAN
Over the last months, during the Year of Thanksgiving for the
Beatification, some appealing testimonies, events, and concrete
actions were informed about in Informationes. This time the redaction of Informationes wanted to give the floor to Fr. Hubert Veeser
(61), from the German Province, who after having finished his service as Provincial Superior, has made a pilgrimage on foot from the
Franciscan Sanctuary La Verna to the Eternal City of Rome, also
known as the Way of Francis, in total more than 400 km (250 miles)
in less than one month. This pilgrimage was especially marked
by a special tone and colour because of the physical effort made
by a Salvatorian to reach the sanctuary of our Founder, Blessed
Francis Jordan. In the framework of the Year of Thanksgiving, many
other confreres, Salvatorian Sisters and Lay have come to visit the
Motherhouse where the relics of Blessed Francis Jordan are kept in
the recently remodelled chapel: from Brazil, Austria, Germany, Poland, Belgium, Italy, Colombia, etc. This fact
shows us how important the charism and spirituality is for so many people, especially for the members of the
Salvatorian Family.
“Pilgrimages exist in all cultures and religions. All religions have sacred places
where people feel close to the Divine. Often, they are places with the tombs of
great witnesses to the faith. Even today, countless people flock by car or plane
to Jerusalem, Rome, Santiago de Compostela, Czestochowa or Guadalupe.

In recent years, however, pilgrimages on foot have also been rediscovered.
Before the pandemic, more than 300,000 pilgrims arrived in Santiago de Compostela every year, having walked at least 100 kilometres to the tomb of Saint
James. The motives for doing so are quite different. For some, it is a sporting
challenge or a little adventure. But many are also motivated by a search for spirituality and a longing for the sacred.
I myself, have already undertaken various pilgrimages on foot. This year, during some time off after my duties as Provincial, I was able to walk the so-called
Francis Way from La Verna, the place where St. Francis was stigmatised,
via Assisi to Rome.
It was a journey of about 400 kilometres, which I covered in almost a month, including 19 days of walking exclusively on foot and with a backpack on my back.
Along the Way of St. Francis there are a number of pilgrim hostels provided
by parishes or monasteries. The path is usually well marked and easy to find.
It is a special experience not to be preoccupied with the important and unimportant things of everyday life over such a period of time, but to concentrate
only on the path and the walking. Especially when a new phase of life begins,
it is a good way to re-orientate oneself. The steady walking encourages one
to reflect on short prayers or to pray the rosary. Pilgrimage can be a “retreat
with the feet”. As a rule, I walked all alone, but from time to time there were
also beautiful encounters with other pilgrims. One week I followed the path to
the tomb of St. Francis of Assisi. During this week, this great Saint occupied
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me, with his form of radical poverty, his fraternal community, his solidarity with the sick and with all creatures.
On a pilgrimage on foot, one is completely part of creation, and one develops an open sense for the great and
small wonders one encounters in nature.
So, the arrival in Assisi and the visit to the tomb of St Francis was a first great joy. It was especially beautiful to
celebrate the Holy and Easter liturgies in various churches in Assisi. In addition, I was able to enjoy the hospitality of German Franciscan nuns.
Then came the second big stage of my pilgrimage from Assisi to Rome. Of course, Rome is also connected for
me with the tombs of the Holy Apostles Peter and Paul. For me personally, however, the most important goal of
my journey was the new chapel in the Motherhouse with the new burial place of our Blessed Founder. I dealt with
him and his thoughts and ideas and his person in the second part of my journey. The connection of St. Francis to
our Founder became an important thought again and again. Arrived in Rome, after a short look at St. Peter’s
Square, the stay in the Founder’s Chapel was a beautiful and deep experience. I had arrived! The first kneeling
before the relics of “our Francis” moved me deeply. The hospitality of the confreres in the Motherhouse was a
beautiful end to an exhausting but also profound time.”

CELEBRATIONS - THANKSGIVING BLESSED FRANCIS JORDAN
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the celebrations in thanksgiving for the Beatification our Founder that were
planned straight after the celebration in Gurtweil, Tafers and Freiburg, were postponed to July 2022. In some
regions, the pandemic is still present, but the commissions in charge were contacted and they are already
preparing the different celebrations in those places which are of especial meaning in the framework of the life
of Blessed Francis Jordan.
SATURDAY 16 JULY AT 5:30 PM IN TAFERS
the village were Bl. Francis Jordan died.
The Eucharist will be presided over by Rev. Alain de Raemy,
auxiliary bishop of Fribourg (CH).
For further practical information please contact
Fr. David (Wieslaw) Stempak SDS: wies@me.com

SUNDAY 17 JULY AT 11:30 AM IN GURTWEIL
the village where Bl. Francis Jordan was born.
The Eucharist will be presided over by Rev. Peter Birkhofer,
auxiliary bishop of Freiburg.
For further practical information you might contact
Fr. Peter Daubner SDS: gurtweil@salvatorianer.de
THURSDAY 21 JULY AT 6:30 PM IN FREIBURG MINSTER
the cathedral of Blessed Francis Jordan’s home diocese.
The Pontifical Mass will be presided over by Rev. Stephan Burger,
Archbishop of Freiburg and Metropolitan Bishop
of the Ecclesiastical Province of Freiburg.
For further information please contact
Fr. Friedrich Emde SDS: friedrich.emde@salvatorianer.de
The members of the General Synod will participate on the celebrations, but it is evident that all members of the
Salvatorian Family, friends, relatives, parishioners, in short, are heartily invited to participate on the celebrations.
For more information, please contact the local confreres, as indicated above.
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LITURGICAL TEXTS FOR THE FEAST OF BLESSED FRANCIS JORDAN
On 13 May 2022, our General Superior got finally the news from the Congregation for Divine Worship and the Discipline of the Sacraments, that the all the
translations of the official texts in Latin, related to the Eucharistic celebration and
the Prayer of the Breviary in honour of Blessed Francis Mary of the Cross Jordan,
Priest and Founder, had been approved. This means that apart from the Latin
version, the following translations are available: English, French, German, Italian,
Polish, Portuguese, Spanish, and Swahili. The Generalate thanks all those who
have cooperated with the translations and for the patience of all.

RESCRIPTUM EX AUDIENTIA SS.MI: RESCRIPT OF THE HOLY FATHER FRANCIS
CONCERNING THE DEROGATION FROM CAN. 588 §2 CIC, 18.05.2022
The Holy Father Francis, at the Audience of 11 February last to the undersigned Cardinal Prefect and Archbishop-Secretary granted the Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic
Life the faculty to authorise, discretionally and in individual cases, non-clerical member to be conferred
the office of Major Superior in clerical religious Institutes of pontifical right and in clerical Societies of
Apostolic Life of pontifical right of the Latin Church and dependent on it, in derogation of can. 588 §2 CIC
and the proper law of the Institute of Consecrated Life or the Society of Apostolic Life, without prejudice
to can. 134 §1.
1. The non-clerical member of an Institute of Consecrated Life or Society of Apostolic Life of pontifical right
is appointed local superior by the supreme moderator with the consent of his council.
2. The non-clerical member of an Institute of Consecrated Life or of a Clerical Society of Apostolic Life
of Pontifical Right shall be appointed Major Superior, after having obtained a written licence from the
Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life at the request of the
Supreme Moderator with the consent of his Council.
3. The non-clerical member of an Institute of Consecrated Life or of a clerical Society of Apostolic Life
of Pontifical Right who is elected Supreme Moderator or Major Superior, according to the modalities provided by proper law, requires the confirmation - by written license - of the Congregation for Institutes
of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic Life.
4. In the cases envisaged in §§2-3 the Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies
of Apostolic Life reserves the right to evaluate the individual case and the reasons given by the Supreme
Moderator or the General Chapter.
The Holy Father has also ordered that the present Rescript be published in L’Osservatore Romano,
and subsequently in the official commentary of the Acta Apostolicae Sedis, entering into force today.
From the Vatican, 18 May 2022

José Rodríguez Carballo, O.F.M.
Archbishop Secretary
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